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Disclaimer
• The views expressed in this presentation do not reflect
the officials views or policies of the FDA
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Greatest Strength, Greatest Weakness
“The benefit of the common data model is that
applications can work against data without
needing to explicitly know where that data is
coming from.”
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/common-data-service/entity-reference/common-data-model
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Plan for Talk
• Foundational needs and goals for Sentinel
• Sentinel system is more than the Sentinel CDM
• What the CDM does for FDA and why it meets our needs
–
–
–
–

CDM as data manager and curator
CDM as unifier and buffer
CDM as enabler of analytic scale and customization
CDM as accelerator of public health response

• Example of FDA study design process
• Things we wish the CDM could do or fix
• Towards some guiding principles from an FDA perspective
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Legislative Requirement to
Consider Sufficiency of Sentinel
(ARIA) before PMR
Section 905

Mandates creation of an Active Risk
Identification and Analysis System

Linked

Section 901

New FDAAA PMR authority

“The Secretary may not require the responsible person to
conduct a study under this paragraph, unless the Secretary
makes a determination that the reports under subsection (k)(1)
and the active postmarket risk identification and analysis
system as available under subsection (k)(3) will not be sufficient
to meet the purposes set forth in subparagraph (B).”

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-110publ85/pdf/PLAW-110publ85.pdf
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Defining ARIA Sufficiency

“When to use the Sentinel System for a particular question”

• Adequate data
– Drug of interest and comparator
– Health outcome of interest
– Confounders and covariates

• Appropriate methods
• To answer the question of interest
– assess a known serious risk related to the use of the drug
– assess signals of serious risk related to the use of the drug
– identify an unexpected serious risk when available data
indicate the potential for a serious risk

• To lead to a satisfactory level of precision
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Summary of Foundational Needs
and Goals
Guiding Ideals

Operational Translation

• Address a gap in safety
surveillance
• Fit within the existing regulatory
paradigm, process, and culture of
FDA
• Generate credible scientific
evidence to support medical
product regulation about risks
and benefits
• Serve as a national resource for
evidence development
• Meet legislative requirement to
create an active postmarket risk
identification and analysis system

•

•
•
•

•

Must be capable of 1st class
epidemiologic science and function
within a regulatory ecosystem built
upon clinical trials
Must account for an end user
comprised of a multidisciplinary team
led by an FDA epidemiologist
Must provide actionable evidence to
regulators and policy makers
Must support numerous use cases
such as safety surveillance,
medication errors, comparative
effectiveness, etc.
Must be transparent to facilitate
consistent decisions about when to
use the system and communicate its
results to a wide audience
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Sentinel is More than the CDM
CDM is Part of an Ecosystem

Analysis Tools
Data Quality
Assurance
Common Data
Model

• Sentinel CDM cannot be
isolated from the Sentinel
ecosystem
• Sentinel CDM designed to
work with elaborate QA
process and highly
customizable reusable
analysis tools

https://www.sentinelinitiative.org/sentinel/data/distributed-database-common-data-model/sentinel-data-quality-assurancepractices
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https://www.sentinelinitiative.org/sentinel/data/distributed-database-common-data-model/sentinel-data-quality-assurancepractices
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CDM as Data Manager and Curator
• Originating legislative mandate set forth 2 key ideals
– Substantial sample size
– Use of both private and public data sources

• CDM facilitates data management
– Routinely extracts and transforms data across multiple sites
– Core data elements well-defined with consistent and known
clinical meaning and understanding of data provenance

• CDM facilitates data curation
– Enables robust quality assurance testing across sites
– Allows analytic tools to run on a trusted and curated dataset
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CDM as Change Buffer and Unifier
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CDM as Change Buffer and Unifier
• CDM as Buffer

– Market and regulatory forces will result in a constantly changing
healthcare system
– Buffers against changes in IT platforms and data infrastructure that
results from mergers, acquisitions, routine business needs
– FDA exercises version-control over CDM to ensure regulatory
needs are always met

• CDM as unifier

– CDM allows diversity of data sources to participate (e.g., national
health insurer, integrated delivery system, registry, eHR)
– CDM unifies different sources with values with known meaning
– CDM does not mix data from different data sources (e.g., eHR has
prescribing data, while claims have dispensing data; each
characterize exposure differently)
– CDM achieves requisite sample size
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CDM as Enabler of Analytic Scale
and Customization
• CDM supports analytic scale

– Data within the CDM is quality checked routinely before any
analysis is run, instead of as-needed basis
– Once curated, any number of analyses can be run

• CDM supports highly tailored analyses

– FDA needs dozens of finely customized analyses, not thousands of
standard analyses that permute design choices
– CDM and tools must have minimal mapping and allow FDA to
precisely tailor parameters to the specific question
• Exposure and outcome definitions, stockpiling, covariate adjustment
• CDM and tools do not automate/build-in study design choices or
algorithms

– Allows FDA to explain analyses to other regulators, and allows
others to reproduce analyses
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Sentinel ARIA Analyses (N=233)
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CDM as Accelerator of Public Health
Response
• Sentinel is an “opt-in” public health program
– Data partners participate because they believe in the public
health mission
– But they always clear analyses and results

• Simple but rich CDM, combined with well described
analytic tools, and standard output formats facilitate:
– Data Partner decision to participate in queries
– Operational speed for clearance of urgent requests
(<1 week across all 16 claims based data partners)
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Summary: What the CDM does for
FDA and why it meets our needs
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Sufficiency to Address the Regulatory
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ISPE 2017 Conference Symposium
Propensity
Score Matching
L2 tool

Venous thromboembolism after oral
contraceptives
By David Moeny

Stroke after antipsychotics medications
By Lockwood Taylor

Seizures after ranolazine
Self-controlled
L2 tool

By Efe Eworuke

Seizures after gadolinium based contrast agents
By Steve Bird

https://www.sentinelinitiative.org/communications/publications/2017-icpe-symposium-integrating-sentinel-routine-regulatory-drug-review
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Query Development Process
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Query Development Process
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Query Development Process
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Timeline: Oral Contraceptive Analysis
5/23/2016
L1 Start

1-May-16 Jun

9/13/2016
L2 Start

7/12/2016
L1 Results

Jul

50 days

Aug

Sep

Oct

4/24/2017
L2 Results

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

1-Jun-17

223 days, (7 mo.)

336 days (11 mo.)
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Detailed Timeline: Level 1
Descriptive Analysis
5/23/2016
L1 Start

9/13/2016
L2 Start

7/12/2016
L1 Results

1-May-16 Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Jun

16-May-16

Oct

4/24/2017
L2 Results

Nov

Dec

Jan

Jul

5/23/2016
L1 Start

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

1-Jun-17

30-Jul-16
7/12/2016
L1 Results

6/23/2016
Test Specs

32 days (planning)

6/24/2016
Final Specs

18 days (computation)
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Detailed Timeline Level 2
Inferential Analysis
5/23/2016
L1 Start

1-May-16 Jun

1-Sep-16

9/13/2016
L2 Start

7/12/2016
L1 Results

Jul

Oct

9/13/16
L2 Start

Sep

Aug

Nov

Dec

Oct

4/24/2017
L2 Results

Nov

Jan

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

1/19/17
Test Specs

192 days (planning)

3/24/17
Final Specs

Feb

Mar

Apr

Apr

May

1-Jun-17

30-Apr-17

4/24/17
L2 Results

31 days (computation)
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Total Time to Assess Safety Issue
Safety Issue

Type and No. Analyses

Ranexa (ranolazine)

ST, L1, L2

Total Time, days
302 (10 mo.)

Gadolinium contrast agents L1, L2

741 (24 mo.)

Antipsychotics

L1, L2

277 (9 mo.)

Oral contraceptives

L1, L2

336 (11 mo.)

• ST = Summary table, simple counts
• L1 = Level 1, complex descriptive analysis
• L2 = Level 2, inferential analysis
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Things We Wish the Sentinel CDM
Could Do or Fix
• Improve the accuracy of claims data for health
outcome identification
• Overcome fragmentation of the U.S. Healthcare System
through an encrypted universal patient identifier
• Provide information about disease stage and
progression (e.g., Child-Pugh liver disease prognostic
score, tumor stage, diabetes disease progression)
• Provide access to insurance formularies to differentiate
physician from formulary prescribing decisions
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs40264-015-0313-9
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Create an Analytic Platform that Facilitates
Highest Quality Evidence at Scale
“…CDMs and standardized analytic tools developed to interface
with them must enable investigators to implement the most
appropriate design and analysis plans for given drug–outcome
pairs.”
“To the extent that CDMs facilitate scaling of the most rigorous
design and analysis plans, bigger will be better. However, scaling of
inappropriate design and analysis methods will lead to more
results that are precisely wrong.”

Gagne J. Common Models, Different Approaches. Drug Saf. 2015 Aug;38(8):683-6.
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Potential Guiding Principles from an FDA
Perspective*
• Build the system around your primary objective

– Generate the highest quality evidence to support medical product regulation
– Provide safety information that builds upon clinical trials

• Build the system around your end-user and stakeholder

– End users: clinicians, epidemiologists, statisticians at a regulatory Agency
– Stakeholders: regulators, industry, patients, advocacy groups

• Create a CDM and analytic platform that allows the investigator to
implement the most appropriate study design and parameters for a
specific question
• Minimize vocabulary mapping to best understand data provenance
• Enable traceback to the individual level medical record, when needed
• Implement data protection and control safeguards (e.g., distributed
database)
• Ensure transparency and reproducibility of data, tools, study design
* To help achieve EMA’s meeting objective
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